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Preface

It would be somewhat of an understatement to suggest that this text has
taken a long journey from conception to publication. We began with an
urge to further the research design evoked by our earlier text, International
Relations Theory and Ecological Thought: Towards a Synthesis. This culminated
in a productive special session on international relations theory and the
environment at the 2000 Annual Meeting of the International Political Sci-
ence Association in Quebec City and in related sessions at the International
Studies Association meeting in New Orleans in 2002. As with any intellec-
tual journey worth the required investment in time, it has been a twisted
path to the present text. This is perhaps inevitable when a sincere effort at
cross-disciplinary theoretical innovation provides the main inspiration.

Our main concerns have been to illuminate the ways in which two appar-
ently separate academic disciplines – international relations and ecology –
can speak to each other in a constructive manner, and to clarify how this
dialogue can contribute to the broader and more local task of building sus-
tainable communities. Communities, it may be claimed, need principles on
which to function. Can the theoretical synthesis proposed here aid in the
intellectual construction of such principles, at the local and international
levels? In search of some answers, we have assembled first-rate scholars from
various areas of concentration, including geography, political theory, phi-
losophy, foreign policy analysis, systems theory, and elsewhere, and asked
them to provide their own analysis. We hope readers will be encouraged to
pursue the question with even greater intensity.

Sincere thanks are extended to all of the contributors. They have been
extraordinarily patient, and their dedication to the project served as an in-
spiration to both volume editors. At UBC Press Randy Schmidt has, in keep-
ing with his well-earned reputation, proven a most helpful and encouraging
UBC editor. Finally, we are grateful to our wives, Pat Romano and Cristina
Romanelli, for their insights and encouragement. We dedicate this text to
our children, who will themselves, we hope, help build the sustainable com-
munities that are at present out of immediate reach.
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Introduction: Exploring
International Ecopolitical Theory
Eric Laferrière and Peter J. Stoett

The Need for Synthetic Exploration
Few serious scholars or policy makers believe, in our day and age, that the
connection between environmental problems and international relations
(IR) can be ignored. In fact, the need to explore global ecopolitics, or the
links between ecological crises and global politics, has been made clear in
North American circles from the 1960s and on. However, while environ-
mental issues have been on the IR agenda for well over two decades, posing
fundamental challenges to our understanding of conceptual staples such as
sovereignty, regime building and maintenance, and global governance, many
researchers proceed largely without a theoretical map to guide their efforts.
The limited conceptual frameworks in popular textbooks involve problems
of cooperation and the scarcity-conflict link (see De Sombre 2002).

Similarly, ecological thinkers, concerned with the processes of globaliza-
tion and the rise of related social movements, are often accused of missing
the bigger picture presented by the complexity of IR, despite promising
beginnings (as in Orr and Soroos 1979). While it is evident that both ecol-
ogy (seen as a political/policy/ethical issue and not just one of natural sci-
ence) and IR (seen as a function largely of human and state relations) have
generated an enormous wealth of theoretical literature, the two rarely meet
for substantial dialogue. This volume builds on an earlier project of synthe-
sis between IR and ecological thought toward international ecopolitical theory.

In International Relations Theory and Ecological Thought (Laferrière and Stoett
1999), we identified the often hidden, and habitually underacknowledged,
ecological foundations of international political theory. We argued that even
the very foundations of IR theory were not bereft of ecological roots, though
scholars in the field commonly overlook this characteristic. In this volume,
we present the contributions of several international ecopolitical theorists
in a series of essays further extending the theoretical and empirical ramifi-
cations of some of the themes that we raised in 1999. We are convinced that
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progress is being made, in a variety of intellectual traditions and directions,
and the contributions assembled here are offered as exciting evidence of
this evolution. Such theoretical advances are emerging despite a general
exclusivity between mainstream IR scholars and environmental activists.
The former are obviously fixated with the post-9/11 “war on terror,” the re-
lated question of American hegemony, and the continued discourse between
proponents and critics of globalization. The latter will usually articulate
their deep suspicion of the benefits of the neoliberal agenda, but their criti-
cisms of world summitry and its outcomes tend to overlook some of the
hard questions posed by the daily grind of world politics. While one may
excuse practitioners of the art of statecraft and environmental campaigning
for myopic tendencies, we demand more from scholarship.

What is entailed by a synthesis between IR and ecology? Why should this
even be necessary? In answering these questions, we must first appreciate
the extent to which political studies, as a whole, has become a legitimate
topic in ecological thought, and for good reason. The issue goes beyond the
politics of resource management. Ecological thought (building on, but dis-
tinct from, ecological science) is extensively devoted to the problématique of
politics: the principles of sustainable community life. Beyond the late 1950s,
it became obvious to many thinkers that legitimate dreams of social progress
could not be realized at the expense of a sustainable relationship with na-
ture. Carrying various degrees of opposition to the status quo, ecological
thinkers confronted the darker side of modern progress and its intelligen-
tsia: scientists, engineers, entrepreneurs, technocrats, and politicians seem-
ingly unaware of the ecological consequences of their actions or perhaps
discounting (and externalizing to future generations) the costs inherent in
complex forms of interaction with nature. Through a steady stream of lit-
erature, and particularly at the height of the counterculture movement,
ecologists have reflected on notions of power and ethics in community
building, urging a re-evaluation of the operative principles that had autho-
rized such an attack on our ecological capital.

To begin at the local and national level was obviously the logical first
step. This is the most accessible arena for mobilization and enforceable leg-
islation, and earlier theorists could be forgiven for not explicitly tackling
the complexity of the global system. However, it would be both unfair and
inaccurate to argue that ecological thinkers have categorically ignored the
global level of analysis in their quest for local sustainability. Few would
deny that the global and the local are mutually inclusive. In particular,
radical thinkers, versed in Marxist and post-Marxist notions of global hierar-
chy, must begin with the fundamental connection between global structure
and local effect, though they can often virtually ignore environmental is-
sues in the process.1 So while the bulk of activism and intellectual energy
must necessarily be directed to more familiar targets (found locally and
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perhaps nationally), the overarching presence of the global looms heavily.
Today’s environmentalists intuitively know that they need a conceptual
image of the international system if they are to advocate changes based on
sustained global cooperation, such as those demanded by the Kyoto Proto-
col to combat global warming.

Indeed, the practical value of synthesizing IR theory with ecology is obvi-
ous to those engaged in what is today commonly referred to as “global
governance,” including actors as diverse as citizens engaged in transnational
struggles and financial investors with global reach. Its significance for schol-
arship is equally apparent. Admittedly, a good portion of theoretical writ-
ing in IR has centred on the adaptation and application of economic theory,
abstracting from larger ethical questions and focusing on the processes and
outcomes of decision making. Despite claims to value neutrality made by
some, we argue that the driving purpose behind the IR enterprise, from
neorealist to neoliberal frameworks, has always been to further the inher-
ently political values of community stability and prosperity. To add essen-
tialist caveats about the anarchy of the interstate system or the transnational
links of a globalized society is merely to introduce variations on the theme,
though such modifications proved crucial enough to create a distinct disci-
pline and, particularly in North America, a separation from the tradition of
political theory itself.

This was understandable, yet also unfortunate, for it dissociated IR theory
from (and hid from view) the integrated reality of politics and the philo-
sophical classics from which theorists of IR can learn so much. In fact, not
only is IR theory a twentieth-century blank slate (for the most part), but it
has also been largely incapable of linking its problématique to larger philo-
sophical issues that have always underpinned political reflections. Encour-
aging efforts to overcome this lacuna have emerged recently, rekindling
interest in some of the great texts of political philosophy (see, especially,
Boucher 1998). From the perspective of international ecopolitical theory,
however, one still needs to clarify the momentous significance of those land-
marks of Western knowledge.2 As we revisit the canons of political theory,
we must appreciate their ecological foundations. While the great texts – our
collective intellectual heritage – predate our current environmental con-
sciousness, they also rely on some understanding of “nature” as a key to
their message.

Indeed, curiosity about and concern for nature have been central to re-
flections on political order since ancient Greece. Plato’s elitist political theory
can serve as a guideline for global governance through a technocratic class
but can be comprehended only with reference to his theory of Forms, which
sharply distinguishes the permanence of mind from the transient and im-
perfect world of nature (hence elevating the former). Hobbes’ stark descrip-
tion of the state of nature is a model to realist scholars of IR but takes its
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significance only in his materialism, which reduces nature to matter in
motion. Locke’s call for toleration, central to the liberal global political or-
der, is intimately related to his view of nature as valueless, unless “improved”
by human labour. Marx’s call for a worldwide proletarian revolution is no
less anthropocentric, inverting the Hegelian dialectic and recognizing only
the material condition of existence. These are wildly divergent understand-
ings of the political space, but they are all based to some degree on an
ontology of nature (including human nature) and the reactions that nature’s
imperatives may elicit in us.

It is to be expected, then, that IR theory will include – however hidden –
some assumptions about ecology, some values and prescriptions that may
or may not violate the basic requirements of a sustainable ecological order.
In our first joint contribution to that topic in 1999, we examined in appre-
ciable detail how some of the key paradigms in IR theory – realism, liberal-
ism, and critical theory – articulated an ecological problématique, often despite
themselves. Each of these three traditions is based on a set of assumptions
guiding its view of nature. For obvious historical reasons, both realism and
liberalism are thoroughly anthropocentric worldviews, understanding order
and progress in direct relation to our capacity to master the forces of nature.
The “nature ontology” of each, however, can be appreciated from a wider
set of considerations. In our 1999 book, we highlighted the various strands
of ecological thought, noting how they fluctuate from a very “managerial”
treatment of nature (as mere resources) to an almost reverent attitude, ex-
tending to nature an intrinsic worth typically reserved to humans. The most
significant of such strands for students of politics may well revolve around
some form of anthropocentrism – clearly delineated, in the case of conser-
vative forms of ecology (which have inspired utilitarianism and modern
applications of Hobbesian materialism), or much more veiled or “progres-
sive,” as found in key versions of radical ecology (particularly from neo-
Marxist and anarchist perspectives). The conservative ecology inherent in
mainstream IR theory – realism and liberalism – became quickly apparent
upon an evaluation of their central tenets. While we did not dispute the
mainstream’s claim to a discourse of sustainability, it seemed that much
within the mainstream conspired against that objective.

Realism, for instance, was criticized for locking global citizenship into an
endless pattern of interstate conflict, extracting societal resources at the
service of a military-industrial elite whose pursuit of national security effec-
tively undermines society through indirect means. Using more progressive
forms of ecological thought as counterweight, we sought to demonstrate
how the ecological value of diversity is typically undermined by a worldview
committed to strong forms of statism. The support for technocracy that
realism commands then elicits a reductionist epistemology, where knowl-
edge is produced through an ahistorical social-scientific method that leaves
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little room for creative approaches to the ecological crisis. In sum, power
politics is based on an ideology of biocontrol (in all forms), exemplified in
doctrines of pre-emptive war and reason of state. It is doubtful whether a
Machiavellian and Hobbesian world can sustain itself in the long run in the
current technological context; this theme was well rehearsed in the 1960s
by George Laskey (1968) and others concerned with the cumulative impact
of the superpower arms race and other facets of global power politics en-
couraged by doctrinal acceptance of the so-called security dilemma.

In the case of liberalism, while we recognized its optimism and general
appeal to the goodness of human nature, it seemed clear that the notion of
peace through growth posed difficult ecological problems. Liberals will claim
that the globalization of markets can instill the necessary form of produc-
tive efficiency that is central to ecological sustainability. We chose to stress,
however, the problematic character inherent in the universalist and utili-
tarian foundations of liberal thought. As a theory of international relations,
liberalism popularizes a view of order linked to material progress, endlessly
stimulated through science, technology, and corporate innovation within
the lax constraints of the marketplace. By the same token, however, it echoes
realism by encouraging the rise of technocratic solutions to social – and
environmental – problems, effectively perpetuating the links between vari-
ous members of the elite. If the general lessons of ecosystemic order are to
be followed (diversity, non-linearity, slow evolution), then liberal order seems
to contravene them at every turn. Behind the rule of law and the doctrine
of human rights, one discerns a form of cultural blending dictated by cor-
porate rights. The logical outcome seems to be a global centralization of
power thriving on various monocultures – of seed, technique, and mind.
Importantly, however, the liberal institutionalist approach has emerged as
predominant in the literature dealing with environmental problem solving
(see Clapp 2005).

In sum, sustainable resource management is by no means an unfamiliar
goal to realists and liberals, and “saving nature” is a legitimate policy objec-
tive as long as the imperatives of statecraft and/or economic expansion and
prosperity are served. However, and more importantly, it is those very im-
peratives that typically hinder the goal of ecological sustainability. Main-
stream IR theory is caught in a problematic ecological web, imposed by its
own values and assumptions about human and non-human nature (and
expressed in the commodifying language of nature as resources).

Critical IR theory, on the other hand, appeared to us much more ame-
nable to an ecologically favourable set of arguments. While the issue of
ecology remains (relatively) muted here as well, critical IR theory offers a
renewed analysis of international political processes and a normative com-
mitment, both of which seem ecologically propitious. The critique of pro-
cess, influenced notably by neo-Gramscian approaches in sociology and
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political economy, recognizes the importance of a holistic approach to po-
litical order into which long-term ecological considerations naturally fall.
Admittedly, an account of process alone, however innovative and differen-
tiated, may not ensure an effective ecological outcome for planet Earth,
though there is no denying that the literature on (particularly) social con-
struction forces the ecological superstructure of (international) politics to
the forefront. It is indeed to such revisions to IR theory emphasizing local-
global connections from a historicist perspective that we owe an ecological
awakening in the field, raising the importance of new social movements
(including environmental activism) to the changing global political land-
scape. Beyond process, however, is the normative critique, whereby main-
stream IR theory is taken to task for its failure to use theory for emancipatory
purposes. Critical IR theory thus offers an outlet for a contemporary form
of intellectual activism, describing how mainstream theory reproduces the
power structures favourable to elitist control. This is of obvious interest to
radical feminists and developmentalists with strong environmental tenden-
cies (see Sachs 1999) but has a broader appeal in an age when the average
thinker seems to be pulled from a conservative geopolitical re-emergence of
brutal state power on one arm and a globalizing corporate hegemony on
the other.

As mentioned, ecological thought comes in various stripes, and, while
the more strongly anthropocentric shades find a natural affinity with main-
stream IR theory, the correlation is not as direct with critical IR theory. Our
short overview of the latter literature may well have stressed a convergence
that various proponents of critical IR theory would rather resist, and indeed,
in this volume, we find various contributors whose critical turns differ from
one another and whose ecotheoretical foundations vary accordingly. We
suggested nonetheless that the themes and outlook raised by radical ecol-
ogy could particularly invigorate critical IR theory if not stand on their own
to form a critical approach to international order (assuming that it tackled
more deliberately some of the recurrent questions found in the IR litera-
ture; see as well Laferrière 2000). Writings in radical ecology cover a wide
ethical and political spectrum. However, they seem to agree on a funda-
mental call for a global restructuring that would emphasize direct democ-
racy within a “natural” community setting (which could extend to the
medium-size city or the bioregion or even include a refitted sovereign state;
see Eckersley 2004). Nonetheless, the path leading to its implementation
and the “international relations” inherent in such a model would require
further explication. While we would be foolish to dismiss more conserva-
tive IR approaches toward ecopolitical theorizing, we remain convinced that
critical perspectives offer the most congruent, interesting, and ultimately
promising path, and that ecological thinkers, radical and conservative alike,
have much to learn from critical perspectives on global politics. What is
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needed, then, is the generation of a literary exploration of critical interna-
tional ecopolitical perspectives and further critical reflections on them; this
is what is offered to the reader in this volume.

Emergent Themes
This collection of essays seeks to explore further syntheses between IR and
ecological theory. We imposed no requirement other than a sustained at-
tempt at theoretical innovation, allowing our authors the necessary leeway
to draw at will from ecological science, history, and philosophy and to dem-
onstrate how notions of global governance speak to the ecological problém-
atique. Of course, much has changed since the turn of the century. On the
one hand, the events of 9/11 and the evolving integration of global markets
have, in many ways, consolidated the positions of mainstream IR theory.
The international regime literature, which had exploded in the late 1980s
and 1990s, looks to continue its growth. As importantly, the debate over
the meaning and pursuit of security has taken on newfound importance
since the emergent “human security” discourse (see Stoett 2000) has been
gradually overtaken by traditional notions of security through overwhelm-
ing force. On the other hand, it is clear to ecologists and critical theorists
alike that this approach exacerbates extant insecurity and overlooks
the axiomatic question of environmental security in the process; perhaps
progress has become a hostage to the “war on terror,” and international
ecopolitical theory has an opportunity to attempt its rescue! In doing so, it
can now draw from a much broader range of perspectives in critical IR theory,
whose evolution in these turbulent times parallels that of the mainstream.

Although our contributors are all comfortably labelled as IR theorists,
their respective journeys have taken them to various academic regions in
political science, philosophy, geography, and environmental thought. None-
theless, they all share an interest in the critique of IR theory and pursue
several lines of argument in their attempt at “ecologizing IR.” It is evident
that Robert Cox’s famous exhortation – to explore the foundations and con-
sequent uses and biases of IR theory – has touched them all, and their con-
tributions reflect a next stage in theorizing where authors now feel free to
engage in a series of more specific debates. There are several key themes
that the authors approach in their own ways, though their emphases differ.

The first theme may well be the most obvious: the necessity of the project
of advancing IR theory itself. Do we actually need a theory of international
relations in an integrated world in which ecology is the hidden premise?
This may be, in many ways, the fundamental question suggested by Simon
Dalby in the opening chapter, an eclectic attempt at undermining the con-
straining language of IR theory as it responds to environmental problems.
The concept of environmental security may have sounded provocative at
its inception in the 1980s, but it quickly became hollow as mainstream IR
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theory insisted on fitting the new reality of environmental degradation into
established notions of scarcity. By emphasizing the need to address the is-
sue in ecological (rather than mere environmental) terms, Dalby points out
that the links between social violence and natural resource use do not relate
neatly to scarcity arguments of the Malthusian type.

Refreshingly, Dalby insists on a more varied approach to the relationship
between resource use and political change, one that accounts for cultural
norms in historical context. The title of his chapter – “Environmental Secu-
rity: Ecology or International Relations?” – presumably asks us to make a
choice: either we cling to old IR theory notions (whose emphasis on state
actors cannot satisfactorily address the new challenges imposed by the eco-
logical crisis), or we take ecology seriously and do away with the IR con-
straint, to reconceptualize the global political dynamic into a differentiated
network of pressures and opportunities that can either lead to or forestall
ecological degradation. Borrowing from a variety of sources spanning eco-
logical science to French political theory, Dalby suggests the importance of
connecting IR theory to the project of multidisciplinarity. The reality of
ecology is such that a stable global order must account for the local, cul-
tural roots of humans’ relationship to nature, yet IR theory’s affinity with
local dynamics is passing, at best. Dalby’s chapter serves as a useful and
inciting introduction to the broader project.

Dalby’s holistic framing reminds us that much of IR theory is, in its criti-
cal expression, an analysis of evolving ideas and institutions – a multilayered
historical account of our unfolding globality, one that inevitably encom-
passes ecological norms. To construct IR theory, to understand patterns of
power on a large scale, is to embrace the privileged position of historical
context (including the history of ideas). The crucial point, however, is to
treat the past as foundation and not mere data. This is the historicist mes-
sage of Rosalind Warner as she gives us a unique perspective on the origins
of the short road to the present context of both environmental negligence
and awareness, reminding us of the centrality of both environmental thought
and the world-transforming impact of imperialism, the precursor to global-
ization. To limit our understanding of the IR-ecology nexus to present con-
ceptions of either would leave us at the mercy of static problem-solving
theory. Warner examines two central environmental paradigms, resource
conservationism and preservationism, that accompanied the second wave
of colonialism, largely in Africa and Asia, from 1870 to 1914.

Preservationism was romantic in origin and served to perpetuate the myth
that the “conquered” land and people could be kept in pristine states for
colonial purposes, such as big-game hunting and botanic display. Warner’s
discussion takes us through various stages of intellectual development in
the interplay between colonial structures and the two paradigms, raising
interesting questions about the will to control (see Chapter 4, this volume),
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the construction of legitimacy (see Chapters 6 and 7, this volume), and the
persistence of resistance to the colonial project. The southern claim that
northern states care more about exotic wildlife preservation than human
development is not, after all, peculiar to our own age. This lineage has cau-
tionary implications for (and reinforces the complexity of) contemporary
efforts toward global environmental governance.

Ecopolitical theory, meanwhile, has a particular stake in addressing the
strengths and weaknesses of naturalism. How much room is there for the
“lessons of nature” in understanding international processes and elaborat-
ing new norms of behaviour? At what point can humans, as creative and
rational beings, indeed transcend those lessons? While many contrasting
things can be read into nature so as to justify any course of action, the
serious problems of ecosystemic degradation facing our world today imply
that some basic principles can hold universally. It is safe to say that, how-
ever much we may assert the argument that any concept or norm is socially
constructed (indeed, even the sheer notion of an environmental crisis is a
social construction), the rise of biological and ecological science has created
a form of consensus for an alternative worldview stressing non-linearity,
complexity, and constant adaptive change – up to certain limits. In his chap-
ter, Neil Harrison refers to that worldview as a new (ecological) ontology,
one that improves on familiar systems theories by introducing further lay-
ers of complexity and a certain element of indeterminacy (humans being
less predictable than non-conscious entities). Harrison’s work has a differ-
ent flavour from Dalby’s and Warner’s cultural and historical approaches,
reading much more as a social-scientific text concerned with contemporary
policy issues. However, the holistic tone that seems to be requisite of critical
IR approaches is no less present.

Harrison’s main argument is that the mainstream literature permeating
the field has limited the study of international ecopolitics to simplified cari-
catures – derived mainly from economistic assumptions and projections –
of highly complex and adaptive systems. While this may lead to the temp-
tation of easy understanding, it distorts the necessarily non-linear apprecia-
tion of the dynamics between nature and humanity needed for the survival
of both. Further, Harrison argues that sociological/cognitive approaches,
exemplified by the constructivist school in IR theory, though offering greater
fluidity, also fail to capture the inherent complexity of the empirical world
that they seek to investigate. A new ontology could focus our attention on
what he terms “emergence processes” in the context of open system struc-
ture. Market analogies and rational choice theory based on full information
availability are not just empirically suspect but also discolour the concep-
tual landscape and prefigure policy responses to environmental issues and
problems. As mentioned, Harrison designs an alternative ecological ontol-
ogy and discusses the policy implications of a set of related characteristics:
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emergence, agent adaptivity, attention to systems processes, and dynamism
between agents and structures.

The concern with ontology, shared by all of the authors here, is indica-
tive of a profound sense of transformation in a research program such as
the study of IR. It indicates a need to revisit philosophical foundations,
spurred by obvious shortcomings in that particular academic enterprise.
Such fundamental rethinking opens the door to creative experiments with
the literature. The remaining chapters are devoted to an explicitly philo-
sophical treatment of the IR-ecology nexus. In the process, they bring to
the fore a set of issues raised perhaps less directly in earlier chapters and
arguably revolving around one fundamental debate – namely, the validity
of foundationalist (or essentialist) arguments in social theory. This point is
intimately connected with the debate on naturalism raised above – indeed,
it subsumes the latter; more broadly, it speaks to the multitudinous ques-
tions related to the generation of norms, a topic approached by both criti-
cal and mainstream IR theorists with sustained, if varied, interest.

We suggested, in introducing Harrison’s chapter, that some consensus
may be elicited around a view of nature exposed by the life sciences of the
late modern period. That is a view about physical processes, but it does not
compel a particular argument about teleology or human interests. It says
little about the validity of anthropocentrism in environmental ethics and,
ultimately, about social norms to be shared in the global village. These are
the considerations motivating Denis Madore’s Nietzschean critique of envi-
ronmental regime theory and practice. Nietzsche’s philosophy leads to seri-
ous reflections on the meaning of nature to humans and consequently on
the managerial approach to nature inherent in modern notions of gover-
nance (within and among nations). A Nietzschean approach does not en-
tail a rejection of anthropocentrism, for we must acknowledge that humans
have no vantage point on nature other than their own. However, the mod-
ern anthropocentric view does divorce humanness from nature, treats na-
ture as an enemy (a threat to life), and, as expected from the scientific
mindset, assumes a uniformity of nature that holds through time.

Nietzsche’s famous “will to power” is an assertion of the constant struggles
characteristic of life, whereby any meaning to life must be gleaned by actu-
alizing those struggles, in full confidence that impending death is not an
inherent wrong. The notion of sustainable development underpinning na-
tional environmental legislation and international environmental agree-
ments then reveals itself as anti-ecological, seeking ideals of balance,
harmony, and linear progress that simply do not exist in nature. To manage
is to systematize and assign value to nature, cast in legal frameworks with
some sort of claim to universality. This Kantian distancing from nature,
which underlies contemporary regime theory, is a sheer denial of the expe-
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rience of life and guides the workings of the “levelling,” normalizing state.
Again, this has immediate implications for the universalizing urge toward
efforts at global environmental governance that we often see today.

In introducing Nietzsche to the corpus of international ecopolitical theory,
Madore upholds the contribution of one of poststructuralism’s founding
sources. Arguably, Nietzsche’s most famous contribution to philosophy is
our awakening to textual interpretation and, ultimately, to the danger of a
metaphysics leaping into the non-empirical. If metaphysics is the trunk of
the philosophical tree, then it becomes responsible for various forms of
essentialism that, according to poststructuralists, are obviously quite debat-
able. However, the deconstruction efforts exemplified by poststructuralism
invite the relativist question: Isn’t interpretation an essentialist credo in
and of itself? And if relativism becomes the criterion for the emancipation
of marginalized groups, doesn’t it imply a set of norms to begin with? The
inclusion of ecological issues within the critical problématique complicates
matters immensely since the constituency to be defended cannot be re-
stricted to humans. The poststructuralists and their traditional critical alter-
native, followers of the Frankfurt School, both require coming to terms with
ecology and its ambivalent pressure on social theory: ecology urges some
foundation, yet it also (in its radical expression) deconstructs established
practices.

Madore’s chapter cautions against foundationalism in IR theory, but it is
not a purely deconstructionist piece. Its radicalism may upset those among
us with strong Enlightenment ideals, but it remains a constructive effort
showing precisely the limitations of the Enlightenment project. In the fol-
lowing chapter, Eivind Hovden offers a reply from the perspective of the
Frankfurt School as he assesses the possibilities of synthesis between eco-
logical thought and both critical and poststructuralist IR theory. Hovden
specifically resists any conflating of the latter two traditions, for critical IR,
following Habermas and against poststructuralism, does seek to ground an
emancipatory theory in some foundation – in this case, a discursively de-
rived ethic of democratic transparence. Hovden privileges the lessons of
critical IR and points out some basic dilemmas confronting the IR ecotheorist
in search of inspiration from the critical literature (writ large). The ecologi-
cal project of sustainability is typically formulated in either anthropocen-
tric or ecocentric form, stressing (respectively) the pre-eminence of human
interests and the notion of intrinsic value in nature. Both are problematic:
one faces the risk of mere utilitarian valuing of nature, while the other may
be philosophically untenable (value entails human “valuers”). Hovden’s
solution is to defend a mild form of anthropocentrism that would ensure
effective representation for mute entities in the democratic discourse. In
that sense, Habermas’s alleged insensitivity to nature may be tempered and
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his contribution salvaged, while the poststructuralists’ Nietzschean bend is
attacked for its lack of epistemological realism. One may conclude from
this chapter that IR theorists can explore the opportunities for a global dis-
course that would transcend the military and economic ideals of the mod-
ern state, to stress again the democratic and peace-oriented mission of the
Enlightenment – within necessary ecological limits.

In his contribution, Martin Weber retraces some important steps in the
greening of IR theory. His concern is to identify the possibilities of a critical
theory of IR, taking due account of the realities imposed by environmental
problems in the late contemporary period. Like Hovden, Weber recognizes
that critical IR theory is torn between poststructuralist and Habermasian
tendencies, neither of which, however, seems inimical to ecopolitical
thought. The delicate problem is one of squaring the emancipatory project
inherent in both philosophies with the essentialism apparently implied in
ecology’s naturalism. Weber appreciates that ecological considerations may
appear exceedingly conservative or even reactionary to critical theorists,
yet he also asserts some of the more radical components of ecology in an
attempt to include and modify the ecological problématique within Haber-
mas’ conception of the lifeworld. Weber’s revisiting of Habermas invites a
wider application of communicative theory to include the non-human world.
This entails, from the perspective of IR theory and this book, a set of param-
eters extending to nature ethical notions of global solidarity and biorespect,
without necessarily edging into the darker shades of green and delegitimizing
the importance of instrumental rationality.

Finally, Paul Williams’ chapter seeks to insert an ecological problématique
within the corpus of constructivist approaches to IR theory and in this sense
shows his affinity with the Habermasians. Williams emphasizes how ideas
inevitably interrelate with matter, as a presumably independent reality, and
illustrates that the process of constructing social norms in a society of states
cannot evade the biological imperatives of a sustainable planet. Key to his
analysis are differing conceptions of common property resources and the
construction of both image and dialogue in their international and national
management. Williams recognizes the extant possibility of a global evolu-
tion toward Kantian norms of collective friendship, with the aim of over-
coming some of the nagging problems entailed by Hobbesian-type enmities
or Lockean rivalry. The ecological “crisis,” however, will not necessarily se-
cure such evolution. Williams deliberately adds quotation marks to that
word, for its acceptance as a faithful designation of reality hinges on poli-
tics – the politics of definition, labelling, and co-optation. His emphasis on
the importance of politically motivated social constructions of environmen-
tal crises suggests that others, such as Daniel Deudney, may be rushing things
with their belief that “environmental awareness contains a major strain of
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ecological and earth systems natural science, and these scientific constructs
are fundamentally incompatible with the parochial orientations of all ex-
isting national identities” (1996: 144). Nonetheless, it remains clear that a
theory of IR, designed to clarify the process of global interest formation and
the shaping of global discourse, cannot ignore the dictates of nature – as a
set of opportunities and constraints and as an actor within a communica-
tive web.

Conclusion
Each of these chapters easily stands on its own as a solid contribution to the
pursuit of synthesis that we broadly label international ecopolitical theory.
As a group, they challenge the reader to entertain quite distinct viewpoints
and agendas regarding environmental problems, solutions, and mindsets.

Without imposing a rigid, common framework on what is a determinedly
eclectic group, we cannot but be struck by the convergent purpose animat-
ing our contributors, each working in a specialized domain. In the spirit of
ecology, they all recognize the integrated character of politics that is com-
manded by our common concern with environmental problems in the era
of globalization and with what Robert Paehlke has referred to as “democracy’s
dilemma” in such an age (2003). Not all would agree that a global ecologi-
cal society requires a radical restructuring of international institutions, or
even a fundamental shift in social values, though the need for some mea-
sure of change is obviously a common theme. The paths of ecocentrism,
bioregionalism, and global socialism are indeed fraught with philosophical
and practical difficulties. Some readers may insist that the assault on the
planet’s ecological base requires a more ambitious tinkering with theory
and commensurate activism. However, the cautionary notes raised in sev-
eral of the chapters, warning us of the perils of universalized approaches
based on assumptions inherited from both traditional and radical theory,
are both timely and challenging. They largely object to a purely statist ap-
proach to problem solving (ecological and otherwise), noting the obvious
difference between declarations of intent by politicians and bureaucrats and
the uneven achievement of their implementation as demonstrated by the
reality of ecological degradation; they are largely suspicious, though often
for different reasons, of the global governance agenda. They stress the so-
cial dimension, historical and contemporary, of this vast and elusive entity
that we call international relations. Concerns with ecology remind theo-
rists that political thought or action, at any level, is an interaction based on
norms and values rooting, proliferating, replicating, and transforming across
expanses of social space and time. To pursue an innovative approach to
global relations is, therefore, to put at the forefront the purpose of (interna-
tional) political theory and to acknowledge the special culture of politics
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embedded in our world today, a culture that has indeed marginalized the
importance of long-term sustainability but struggles with the consequences
– both material and spiritual – of this marginalization.

Put differently, there is a sense that the emancipatory project of the criti-
cal wave (which reaches back to the 1960s) is not a trivial addition to theory.
The outlook may remain anthropocentric, the economy may uphold vari-
ous forms of private enterprise, social structures may retain some form of
gradation and impose entrenched hierarchy, but one will be hard pressed to
theorize about international relations without clarifying one’s ethical stance
vis-à-vis (human and non-human) nature. An ecological theory of IR stresses
the historical development of global norms and the importance of under-
standing political decisions in context: the unique cultural setting under-
lying such decisions. The modern project is one of material growth,
emphasizing the rational control of nature in the service of tantalizing no-
tions of freedom and dignity. This is not a project that has run smoothly,
and rescuing some of the more promising objectives of modernity entails
(in part) embracing the need for a sustained dialogue on the problems with
theory, especially as it relates to nature. This is the task that has clearly
motivated the contributors to this book, in their various pursuits, and taken
together they advance us further toward the necessary – if difficult – slowly
emerging synthesis between IR theory and ecology.
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Environmental Security:
Ecology or International Relations?
Simon Dalby

Environmental Security
Since the late 1980s, the discussion of environmental security has contin-
ued apace, with conceptual arguments intersecting regularly with both em-
pirical research and policy advice. The environment continues to be
portrayed as a matter of global security in many contemporary publications
(Worldwatch Institute 2005). While there is agreement in much of the lit-
erature that environmental changes are unlikely to directly cause interstate
warfare, there remains considerable discussion about the likely trajectories
of environmental change causing state “failures” and the likely disruptions
that might result. Likewise, there is considerable discussion of the appropri-
ate policies to anticipate such failures and the possibilities of aid packages
as preventative interventions. Not surprisingly, the main focus in many of
these discussions is on states, their performance, interactions, and capabili-
ties. Insofar as the conclusion that states are unlikely to go to war as a result
of environmental scarcities or changes holds, the question then becomes:
In what way is this a matter for detailed attention by international relations
(IR) scholars and especially those interested in security studies?

Environmental security might more obviously be a matter for those in-
terested in global political economy where power is understood as enmeshed
in international production systems, although, with a few notable and im-
portant exceptions, such connections have not been followed up in much
detail (Paterson 2000a; Stevis and Assetto 2000). Perhaps most obviously,
given that the environment might lead to state collapse and internal vio-
lence, it appears to be a matter better handled by those with a disciplinary
training dealing with matters of rural sociology or specifically matters of
resource use and development. The field of political ecology is especially
germane given the recent critical attention to Thomas Homer-Dixon’s (1999)
approach to environmentally driven conflicts in particular (Peluso and Watts
2001). Perhaps a few ecologists just might have something to say on these
matters too?
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Hugh Dyer (2001a, 2001b) has put this matter directly in suggesting that
the literature in international relations dealing with these issues needs to
confront the question of whether IR contains the environment or it’s the
other way round. Global environmental change is much more than inter-
national change, and the suggestion is that it drives international responses,
whether in terms of security, economy, or other matters. As Dyer notes, “In
some respects environmental change is the greatest challenge for interna-
tional relations theory since this appears as a material externality to the
international system rather than as an internal variable which can be ad-
dressed in terms of familiar political structures and their supporting social
values. Thus environmental change may present security concerns which
are qualitatively different from traditional security threats, and in itself
present a material basis for a broad shift in social values” (2001a: 68).

One must consider, then, whether the environment is to be understood
as a matter of international politics, of potential security concern, and for
regulation in various international regimes, or is international politics to be
understood as happening within the environment, a matter of politics within
natural circumstances that get priority in how matters are conceived and
policy devised? This slightly reformulates the earlier questions in the envi-
ronmental security discussion as to whether what is implicitly being se-
cured is the international order or the natural environment (Kakonen 1994).
What cannot be assumed is that there is a necessary congruity between
these two. Indeed, the whole premise of the parallel discussions of sustain-
able development in the past couple of decades, and especially in the lead
up to the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in
2002, was precisely that the conventional modes of economic activity prac-
tised in most parts of the world were not sustainable (World Commission
on Environment and Development 1987; Dodds 2000).

The major question raised here is: What kind of shift in social values
might come from taking the environment seriously as a material necessity
driving international politics? How might this qualitatively different under-
standing of security be imagined, and what kind of contribution might the
field of international relations make to such an undertaking? Such specula-
tive undertakings are fraught with intellectual dangers; indeed, they might
not be considered social science at all by many scholars trained in conven-
tional research modes. But what the critics have been saying for some time
now is that taking the environment seriously requires thinking in uncon-
ventional ways and learning the lessons that intelligently posed historical
questions might reveal (Diamond 2005). If Hugh Dyer is correct about the
importance of global environmental change, and the following sections
will suggest that he is, then conventional political structures and their sup-
porting social values are not necessarily appropriate for thinking about the
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environment. This being the case, there is no good reason to assume that
conventional IR thinking will provide the necessary intellectual toolkit for
addressing these new formulations of security.

To make this argument, I will first look at the basic terms of the debate to
suggest that contemporary research into global change challenges assump-
tions of the environment as the backdrop of human life. Then I will briefly
discuss the assumption, in IR thinking, that states might provide a “solu-
tion” to environmental insecurities. Following this argument for skepticism
about the efficacy of states, I will examine the claims concerning global
security and the failure of such language to substantively challenge the po-
litical economy of environmental danger; the literature in political ecology
that examines the politics of small-scale environmental change; and the
related investigations in environmental history that support the sugges-
tions from political ecology that the interconnections of peoples’ fates in
various places are crucial. Finally, I will briefly mention some French think-
ing that tries to avoid the binary formulations of environment and human-
ity, as well as those of interior security and external threat, and suggest that
there is no good reason to think that ecological matters can be usefully
understood in terms of security from some external threat at all.

Environment and Global Change
Environment is a catchall residual category that usually refers to the non-
human material context of human activities. Premised on the extraordi-
nary modern assumption that divisions between humanity and the rest of
the biosphere are a useful ontological starting point, the term “environment”
has come to encompass the definition of the part of “nature” that provides
the backdrop for human affairs. When it shows up in discussions of secu-
rity, the changes in specific environments in terms of resource scarcity are
frequently the focus of analytical attention. Other considerations of the
disruptions caused by climate change and related matters also appear in the
environmental security literature, although they are often speculative exer-
cises in constructing plausible future scenarios, or extrapolating from con-
temporary events, rather than analyses based on the historical case studies
in the environmental history literature (Crosby 1986; Lamb 1995; Diamond
2005).

But the assumption of a stable backdrop that is being changed in some
places is not now an adequate representation of what the scientific litera-
ture on global ecology has been describing in increasing detail for the past
few years or what environmental history has been investigating (McNeill
2000). In Hugh Dyer’s terms, the material context driving international
politics is changing, and that point has to be integrated into the conceptual
frameworks that link environment to security, especially so in terms of the
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discipline of international relations, where at least some of the change in
political arrangements needed to address this changing context will have to
be studied and analyzed. Whether what will result will be international
relations as currently practised is highly doubtful, but prior to discussing
such matters the question of the changing material context needs more
detailed discussion.

Given the propensity of human societies to disrupt ecological systems, the
major discussions of environmental degradation are frequently tied to Malthu-
sian assumptions of inevitable destruction. The sheer scale of the disrup-
tions, documented in great detail in the early years of the twenty-first century
by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005), is of great concern, espe-
cially in terms of the decline in biodiversity and the overall tendencies of
human consumption to increase the appropriation of “ecosystem services”
within the biosphere. But much of this literature has traditionally assumed a
relatively stable system that was being degraded. Indeed, perturbations in
what was assumed to be a relatively stable system have usually been key
arguments in favour of the Malthusian pessimism that informed imperial
narratives of environmentalism since the nineteenth century (Davis 2001).

But recent scientific work has made it clear that humanity inhabits a more
dynamic biosphere, one that is now being actively changed by human ac-
tivity. What is now frequently simply called “global change science” has, in
the past few decades, begun the task of synthesizing knowledge from many
disciplines while extending the monitoring of numerous aspects of the plan-
etary biosphere (Steffan et al. 2004). It has also incorporated historical re-
search into the planet’s past and looked in detail at the crucial matters of
atmospheric composition and climate change (McCarthy et al. 2001). A
number of noteworthy conclusions have already been reached that affect
our understanding of ecology in terms of what security might now mean.
While the sheer scale of change is important, the most worrisome matter is
the unpredictability of forthcoming changes. Three aspects of the contem-
porary literature on global change are especially salient for any consider-
ation of security.

First is the importance of understanding the scale of anthropogenic dis-
ruptions of the atmosphere, in particular the fact that humanity has altered
the composition of the gases in the air to such a degree that there is no
parallel in the past 400,000 years for which science now has a fairly com-
prehensive geologic record. That period has been recorded in the so-called
Vostok ice cores extracted from Antarctica and analyzed in detail in the past
few decades (Petit et al. 1999). The conclusions from this analysis are clear
in that climate is related to carbon dioxide concentrations through the last
four glacial periods. Climate and carbon dioxide oscillated within a fairly
stable range during that period, but we are now already outside that range
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of relative stability. In the words of the International Geosphere Biosphere
Program (IGBP) authors (2001), we are now living in a “no-analogue state,”
a situation in which we are already beyond the bounds of the system that
produced ice ages and “inter-glacials.” This alone ought to be reason for
great concern, and throughout the 1990s scientists repeatedly called for
dramatic reductions in emissions of carbon dioxide from human activities
in the hope that CO2 levels can be reduced to within the historical ranges
that provided relative stability to the Earth’s climate in the past and pro-
vided the conditions for the emergence of human civilization.

Second is the recognition that it is not only the atmosphere that we have
changed but also other important natural systems, not least the nitrogen
and phosphorous cycles in the biosphere. The cumulative impact of these
parallel disruptions of other material and energy cycles and maritime sys-
tems and terrestrial land uses suggests to the IGBP that the geological pe-
riod known as the Holocene, the past 10,000 years since the most recent ice
age, is now effectively over. The apt term “Anthropocene” is now increas-
ingly used to denote a new geological period when a dramatic new series of
forces has been unleashed on the planetary biosphere, changing the atmo-
sphere as well as geomorphic processes and most natural cycles that involve
a biomass of any substantial size. Literally, we have entered a new geologic
period in which humanity has become an agent in remaking some of the
essential systems of the global biosphere (Crutzen 2002).

Third is the fact that these changes interact and cascade through the Earth’s
natural systems in ways that are hard to predict precisely because so many
things are changing at once and interacting in ways that are impossible to
comprehensively grasp and model. But they do so in ways that are not likely
to give either immediate or linear responses. Lagged effects due to inertia,
and non-linear responses due to the crossing of crucial thresholds of rela-
tive stability, are likely results in complex interconnected systems (see Chap-
ter 3, this volume). Given that science does not know where the critical
thresholds of many of these systems may be, or whether we have in fact
already crossed some of them, thinking hard about ways of reducing the
overall impact of human disruptions has become a pressing necessity if the
long-term survival of human civilization is to be taken seriously.

The non-linear response problem is especially tricky in relation to cli-
mate change, and research is now starting to investigate the possible causes
of the rapid changes of global climate that the geological record is revealing
(Alley et al. 2003; Alley 2004). The mechanisms that might trigger abrupt
climate change include the slowing of the “Atlantic conveyor” current, popu-
larly known as the Gulf Stream, that moves warm waters north to Europe
from the Gulf of Mexico. Once in the northern Atlantic, these waters cool
and sink and flow back south at some depth. This pattern keeps the global
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oceanic circulation moving and in the process makes a major contribution
to maintaining current climatic conditions around the globe. A slowing or
sudden stop of this process might trigger major climate disruptions
(Hakkinen and Rhines 2004), though not quite on the scale of the scenario
portrayed in the 2004 Hollywood disaster movie The Day after Tomorrow.

In combination, these three factors suggest that the assumption of the
environment as the stable backdrop or context for human history is no
longer an appropriate way of thinking. There is no longer a stable “environ-
ment” that can be “secured.” Neither is there a predictable environment
that might be said to threaten humanity in precise ways. Humanity is ac-
tively, albeit inadvertently, changing the overall conditions of its existence.
No longer can nature be seen as something entirely external to human de-
signs; the human “footprint” is now large enough that it penetrates into
most parts of the global biosphere, a recognition that is generating various
attempts to map the changing contexts of human activity within the bio-
sphere in revealing ways (World Wildlife Fund 2004). In the language of
astronomy and space exploration, we are already “terraforming” the Earth,
changing the overall patterns of basic life systems in the process of remak-
ing our specific contexts, not least to supposedly secure our modes of life.
This terraforming changes the basic assumption of human-nature relations.
As Aboriginal “environmental” activists in many places have long been try-
ing to point out, the interconnectedness between people and other living
things is unavoidable (Gedicks 2001); global systems science is now saying
the same thing, albeit with a rather different vocabulary.

International Relations
The response to the emerging understanding of the scale, gravity, and ur-
gency of the global change crisis has been varied. In diplomatic circles, nu-
merous agreements have been negotiated on many environmental themes,
although attempts to deal with climate change under the terms of the frame-
work convention negotiated as part of the Earth Summit a decade ago have
been, so far at least, singularly ineffective when measured either by diplo-
matic accomplishment or by the need to drastically reduce, as opposed to
just limit, emissions and trade “carbon sink” credits. While the problem
may in many ways be “global,” the appropriateness of these modes of tack-
ling climate change must be called into question by a decade of less than
impressive international efforts. The alternative perspective from interna-
tional political economy implies that progress is more likely to be made by
actively promoting the construction of economies that do not rely heavily
on fossil fuels rather than trying to regulate their usage in ever more com-
plex manners (Paterson 2001). But current American policies in particular
are aggravating climate changes while tying the global economy ever fur-
ther to dependence on petroleum from the volatile Persian Gulf (Klare 2004).
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International relations operates on the basic assumption that states, given
sovereign recognition in common, are at least legally equivalent units in
the international system. Granted some are more powerful than others, but
their rights in terms of international legal personality and their privileges
granted in terms of sovereignty are assumed to make them the key actors in
international politics. But shifting the focus to global changes suggests that
this assumption is not necessarily a useful starting point for thinking about
what is still inadequately understood in terms of the environment. Clearly,
the transboundary “flows” of environmental politics have challenged the
assumptions of sovereignty in many ways that require international coop-
eration on many themes. In this sense, the “greening” of sovereignty is
occurring, and the importance of international cooperation has become
evident, but environmental themes also point to the limits of thinking in
terms of sovereignty in the first place (Litfin 1998b).

Global change suggests a more fundamental reorientation of thinking
that decentres the assumptions of states as the crucial actors for dealing
with contemporary difficulties. They may well be essential for administer-
ing agreements and enforcing laws, but innovation frequently comes from
outside the structures of state bureaucracies and in spite of government
planning. Ecological processes are not constrained by state frontiers. Envi-
ronmental disruptions are frequently caused by economic activities that
supply resources to distant markets – insurgency in Bougainville, for ex-
ample, is caused by demands for metals far from the remote provinces of
Papua New Guinea (Boge 1999); and vegetable-purchasing preferences of
supermarket produce buyers at Heathrow airport near London drive the
practices of Kenyan farmers (Barrett et al. 1999). These larger patterns of
commodity chains suggest that the ecological consequences of consump-
tion in one part of the planet are directly linked to activities at great dis-
tances. This is because of the energy and materials used in transport and
because of commodity production at great distances from where they are
finally used (Hughes and Reimer 2004).

Despite attempts to reinscribe it within state boundaries (Allenby 2000),
or conventional tropes of disruptions causing conflict and insecurity in vari-
ous forms (Foster 2005), it is now clear that environmental security is not
just about state policies and initiatives. The enormous differences between
states in terms of capabilities and development levels also belie simple as-
sumptions about them as the most effective agents of change in many places.
The fundamental inequities between North and South stand in the way of
progress on many things, though the recognition of this difficulty is find-
ing its way into both international negotiations and efforts to think intelli-
gently about things such as “sustainability science” (Kates et al. 2001).

But the most important point in thinking about states and international
relations in the face of global change is the simple but compelling argument
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that states are precisely the agencies that, in the twentieth century, built the
infrastructure that requires huge inputs of carbon fuels and other materials
that disrupt biospheric systems. The most obvious facet of this is the active
promotion by states of what is now called “car culture” (Paterson 2000b).
Building highways and roads was part and parcel of state functions in most
parts of the world in the twentieth century, a trend that shows few signs of
abating outside Europe. Just as states were active in facilitating the con-
struction of railways in the nineteenth century, so too they built road net-
works, ports, and airports in the twentieth century, producing an economic
mode that is literally driving climate change. Certainly, this was a case of
foxes guarding chickens. Now that the atmospheric chickens are coming
home to roost, the appropriateness of the state fox is obviously in doubt.

The crucial question is in part whether states can reinvent themselves to
construct new infrastructures that do not depend on ever larger through-
puts of resources, or whether they are an intrinsic part of the problem. Mu-
nicipalities and corporations, sensitive to the need to improve the practical
living conditions of their residents and aware of the consequences of their
raw material extractions and production systems, may be better placed to
take the necessary initiatives to reduce environmental impacts while simul-
taneously promoting poverty alleviation in the South by selectively im-
porting commodities that are sustainably produced there (Sachs, Loske, and
Linz 1998). Thinking in these terms, and specifically of the flows of materi-
als and energy through economic systems regardless of the locations of in-
ternational boundaries (Schütz, Moll, and Bringezu 2004), is an ecological
approach in stark contrast to the cartography of state security. Given the
nearly complete monopoly of state-centred thinking in contemporary po-
litical discussions, and especially in security matters, with the concomi-
tant assumptions that politics is about state agreements and their
administration and enforcement, such ecological thinking focused on ma-
terials and energy points in very different directions to rethink security.

The conventional political assumption in state thinking – that environ-
ment is an external entity to be controlled, patrolled, surveyed, monitored,
catalogued, and administered – is not new. Rather, environmental practices
based on this assumption – what Tim Luke (1999) might call “environmen-
tality” – constitute a long-standing mode of rule that can be directly traced
to colonial arrangements in many places over the past few centuries (Grove
1997; see also Chapter 2, this volume). Tracing matters to the long-term
history of imperial ecological arrangements suggests once again the in-
adequacy of contemporary institutional arrangements for grappling with
the scale and scope of contemporary transformations (Dalby 2004). The
modern state system is of recent origin; in many parts of the world, it post-
dates the emergence of the technological systems literally driving climate
change. Assuming that this administrative framework is necessarily adequate
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because of the contemporary attribution of sovereignty to states is an obvi-
ous response to environmental difficulties but not one that reassures those
who look to the long-term political ecology of the planet (Dalby 2002). The
processes in motion predate states in many places and in many ways call
into question the basic functions of contemporary states that are so fre-
quently better understood as development agencies. The infrastructure that
they provide is in many ways the source of contemporary ecological disrup-
tions; hence, the assumption that these agencies are necessarily the solu-
tion cannot be taken for granted (Conca 2001; Pirages and DeGeest 2004).

Global Security
The arguments about environmental security are extensive and beyond the
scope of this chapter to recapitulate, but the key point that critics have
repeatedly emphasized concerns the question of what exactly is being se-
cured (Stoett 2000; Barnett 2001). Traditional security analyses that lead to
suggestions that environmental matters might cause warfare have not pro-
duced many plausible scenarios of immediate concern (Diehl and Gleditsch
2001). The argument that environmental degradation might lead fairly di-
rectly to interstate conflict has by now been rejected by most researchers in
the field. Water wars are not very likely, though there are a few important
exceptions where conflict might yet ensue. What is becoming clear is that
in many places on the periphery of the global economy, struggles over re-
sources are prevalent (Ross 2004). But these are often traditional land wars
on the fringes of agricultural settlement or struggles to control the revenue
streams earned by the export of resources, whether strictly “environmen-
tal” or not. Minerals, timber, diamonds, and oil are fought over in many
parts of the world, though their connection with environmental change
and degradation does not directly posit conflict as a result of “environmen-
tal” change (Le Billon 2005).

The assumption that warfare is likely as a result of environmental change
does not exhaust the range of concern. The initial focus of policy concern
in the late 1980s was derived less from the argument that environmental
change will cause warfare than from the assertion that environmental dis-
ruptions themselves threaten human security. Phrasing matters of environ-
mental concern in terms of security as a strategy to gain political attention
has turned out to be a dubious rhetorical device (Deudney 1999b). But de-
spite such critiques, the possibilities of understanding such matters in terms
of securing the environment continue to proliferate regardless of careful
evaluation of the specifically “global” dimensions of various phenomena
(Foster 2005; Worldwatch Institute 2005). As I try to make clear in this chap-
ter, the ecological circumstances of humanity are a matter of great concern,
but getting ecology into focus, and shifting security thinking away from
assuming that its task is to perpetuate an unsustainable global economy,
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require taking both science and the ontological categories of security dis-
course more seriously than many conventional analyses are wont to attempt.

Given the analyses now appearing from the international science com-
munity, and especially discussions of the scale of human impacts in terms
of “no-analogue states” and the beginning of the “Anthropocene,” it is clear
that the relatively stable biospheric conditions of the past ten millennia
cannot be taken for granted even in the near future. However imprecise the
estimates of total species losses are, the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
(2005) has made it clear that the collapse of biodiversity is reversing the
geological trend toward increased variety of species, a matter of long-term
concern well beyond the alarm of pharmaceutical advocates concerned that
medicinal plants are being extirpated. The potential for further Chernobyl-
style disasters cannot be ruled out despite technological innovation in the
nuclear industry, and the global reach of nuclear fallout is now common
knowledge. As the IGBP (2001) and the Steffan (2004) analyses discussed
above make clear, the most important point about global change is not any
one of these themes – be it climate, biodiversity, radiological pollution, ozone
depletion, or nitrogen or phosphorus cycle disruptions – but, rather, the
fact that all these matters are occurring simultaneously and cascading
through the biosphere in unpredictable interactive manners.

Phrased in these terms, it is not difficult to render such matters extraordi-
nary and beyond the normal operation of politics and human activity. But
whether such threats to human welfare can be usefully designated as secu-
rity issues is doubtful, and it is clear that the poor and the marginal popula-
tions in the South are much less likely to adapt to changes than the rich in
the northern metropoles who can use their wealth to avoid the consequences
of local environmental changes. As Barnett and Dovers (2001) suggest, cli-
mate change, biodiversity loss, and some nuclear technologies clearly fit
the criteria of what ought to be rendered as a global security threat, but the
failure of many to respond to such threats suggests that their designation in
these terms is not any more effective than the use of other vocabularies.
Skeptical realists will no doubt reassert at this point the inevitability of fac-
tion, the unavoidability of short-term parochial interest, and the impossi-
bility of global efforts. But the dangers remain, as concerned ecologists never
tire of reminding the few people who bother to listen.

Part of the difficulty follows from the fact that Dyer (2001a, 2001b) em-
phasizes that the specification of security still relies on tropes of interiority
and exteriority, an intact entity in need of protection from external, in this
case environmental, sources of danger. But the point about global security
is precisely that the source of the dangers is internal; it is not a matter of
keeping the bad guys out but a matter of rethinking the strategies meant to
alleviate the insecurities that we create for ourselves. The technological speci-
fications of security, the assumptions of the technical fix rather than a more
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fundamental reorganization of our consumption lifestyles, and the global
economy that fuels and feeds them are part of the problem; so too is the
assumption of the environment as external to humanity. At its most basic,
the problematic of global environmental security challenges the taken-for-
granted identities of modernity – the consumer citizens of the northern
metropoles – as those in need of security (Lipschutz 2004). The political
vocabularies that present an alternative are not promising (see Clapp and
Dauvergne 2005), but such rethinking seems to be a pressing necessity once
one starts investigating the literature of ecology.

Political Ecology
The assumption that endangered humans live in the environment that sup-
posedly endangers them is one of the basic premises in the contemporary
literature on political ecology. Challenging the Malthusian premises of much
of the 1990s discussion of environmental security (Robert Kaplan and Tho-
mas Homer-Dixon in particular), this literature suggests that most of the
environments in which violence occurs are better understood in terms of
complex political struggles within cultural patterns of ownership, control,
and responsibility for environments (Bryant and Bailey 1997; Keil et al. 1998;
Stott and Sullivan 2000; Peluso and Watts 2001; Robbins 2004; Watts 2004).
Viewed in these terms, rather than in economic terms that presuppose scar-
city as a general human condition, much of the contemporary violence is
over access to wealth and the distribution of the benefits and costs of “de-
velopment” rather than squabbles over increasingly scarce resources. The
intrusion of commercial arrangements into landscapes that have long oper-
ated in terms of moral economies and traditional informal tenure systems
is frequently the cause of much of the violence. External disruptions and
internal politics play in complex ways in the mobilization of identities by
local political leaders (Baechler 1998).

Among the most important themes in political ecology literature is the
recognition of the complexity of the modes of economy in rural areas. Im-
portant too is the point that population density is not simply related to
environmental destruction; in many places, increases in rural population
coincide with more intensive cultivation and a diversification of planting
and harvesting strategies. Increased biodiversity in a region is not incom-
patible with a rising rural population if the local political economy of land
ownership allows people to respond in these ways to the need for increased
food production (Leach and Mearns 1996). Population pressure need not
lead to environmental destruction: it can frequently lead to innovations in
land use and animal husbandry that increase the resilience of both economy
and ecology. Neither does deforestation necessarily result from population
increases, despite the alarmist assumptions that it does in the much cited
writings of journalist Robert Kaplan (2000; see also Leach and Fairhead 2000).
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But to think in these terms requires seeing people as part of ecology rather
than as an external imposition on a supposedly pristine nature. This latter
specification is an urban managerial assumption that dates most obviously
from the European colonial experience and the construction of “empty”
parks as game reserves and “conservation” areas (Grove 1995, 1997; see also
Chapter 2, this volume). But it is not a mode of thinking especially sensitive
to either ecological context or human history. Given the diversity of hu-
man cultures and the varying of ecological circumstances in which they
have existed, a mode of analysis that privileges universal patterns over spe-
cific contexts is always in danger of inappropriate generalizations. None-
theless, the generalizations that do seem to hold relate to the incorporation
of peoples into the modern economy as it has spread in the previous two
centuries.

Environmental History
The arguments about humans embedded in landscapes and the struggles
over “environment” as a long-term pattern rather than something new needs
to be complemented by a consideration of the history of “environmental”
disruptions and their intersections with changing economic circumstances
(Grove 1997). In particular, the consequences of the incorporation of many
parts of the world into the global grain market in the latter decades of the
nineteenth century, when coupled with the droughts and climate disrup-
tions of a series of El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events, suggest that
the complexities of the relationships between environment and politics
cannot be understood without a firm grasp of the impact of the world mar-
ket on local disasters. Famine and finance became intimately interconnected
as carboniferous capitalism provided the technologies of steamships and
railways that linked the world together in novel and destabilizing ways:
“Suddenly the price of wheat in Liverpool and the rainfall in Madras were
variables in the same vast equation of human survival” (Davis 2001: 12).

The already weakened societies in many places, with their survival mecha-
nisms disrupted by the impact of new price mechanisms that responded to
shortage by raising prices and thus making food unavailable to millions,
were unable to resist another spate of European imperialism, which extended
the colonial reach to most of the rest of Africa and Asia. It is here, in the
interconnections between famine, finance, and imperial adventures of the
nineteenth century, that so many of the seeds of the emergence of the “Third
World” and subsequently the “South” were sown. In Karl Polanyi’s (1957)
phrase, “the great transformation” from subsistence to market economies
brought with it huge social disruptions as whole modes of life were rapidly,
and frequently disastrously, disrupted. The impoverished South and the rich
North are the products of dramatic changes in the organization of the world
economy in the nineteenth century. The manifestations of the disruptions
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of the growing global trade in the form of famine were increasingly blamed
on the weather just as meteorological data were starting to suggest the im-
portance of large-scale weather fluctuations in what would much later be-
come understood in terms of ENSO. Prior explanations in terms of the
disruptions of colonial companies or the misplaced policies of imperial ad-
ministrators were eclipsed by accounts of climatological causes for human
misery.

The importance of this history for understanding contemporary discus-
sions of environmental security is considerable given the emphasis on the
complexity of traditional and indigenous social systems and their inherent
resilience in terms of risk aversion agricultural strategies and moral econo-
mies of survival. In contrast, the commercial systems that replaced them
emphasized maximization of production and the efficacy of market forces
to supposedly alleviate shortages. But the lack of purchasing power by nu-
merous marginalized farmers and their families belied the efficacy of mar-
ket solutions to empire-wide famines. But at the same time, famines were
effectively eradicated as a source of hazard to European populations; the
tragic loss of life in Ireland in the 1840s in the so-called Great Famine was
not to be repeated in Western Europe.

The parallels with the twentieth century can easily be drawn, where fam-
ine stalks poverty-stricken populations in many places, but the global econo-
mies of agribusiness ensure that food supplies are not an issue for the urban
populations of the Western metropoles. The attribution of shortage to natu-
ral events in the nineteenth century generated much discussion of sun spots
and climatological phenomena as the causes of tragedy but also extended
discussions to suggest that the “market” was also a natural phenomenon,
thus evading questions of the specific institutional contexts in which the
fluctuations of grain production and prices were turned into human trag-
edy. Environmental determinism has a complex history intimately linked
to the moral legitimization of empire in the latter years of the nineteenth
century; twenty-first-century scholars need to remember the complex politi-
cal history of invoking natural phenomena to explain social events, espe-
cially so when arguments concerning global change structure the discussions
and invoke universal claims to a common human condition (Lipschutz
1997).

Ecology
Thinking about ecology in the context of international relations suggests
the importance of challenging the dominant binary structure of the debate
in Anglo-American thinking between the anthropocentric and the non-
anthropocentric formulations of ecologism (Laferrière and Stoett 1999). Ecol-
ogy also suggests a vocabulary of connections that is not necessarily obvious
in Anglo-American environmentalist thought, not least because of its
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romantic roots and its frequently unreflective incorporation of colonial cat-
egories with their implicit and explicit assumptions of empty nature and
pristine wilderness on the one hand and the necessity of administration of
these spaces in terms of resources on the other. In the apt words of Arturo
Escobar, “although ecologists and ecodevelopmentalists recognize environ-
mental limits to production, a large number do not perceive the cultural
character of the commercialization of nature and life integral to the West-
ern economy, nor do they seriously account for the cultural limits which
many societies have set on unchecked production. It is not surprising that
their policies are restricted to promoting the ‘rational’ management of re-
sources. Environmentalists who accept this presupposition also accept im-
peratives for capital accumulation, material growth, and the disciplining of
labor and nature” (1996: 53).

The bifurcation between deep and shallow, or managerial and philosophi-
cal, approaches to environmental thinking is not a structuring principle in
much French green theory (Whiteside 2001). As such, it may provide a vo-
cabulary that avoids some of the traps of Anglo-American thinking and the
categories that frequently limit how the environment can be thought. A
detailed engagement with French thinking is beyond the terms of this chap-
ter, but a couple of themes are worthy of brief mention. Felix Guattari (2000)
understands the need to respond to ecological crisis in terms of three over-
lapping ecologies or, in his terms, an ecosophy of three ecological registers:
the environment, social relations, and human subjectivity. It is precisely
the interconnections of the three themes that Guattari emphasizes as the
key point for a political response to the contemporary crisis. In slightly
different synthetic terms, Bruno Latour (1993) suggests the importance of
hybrids in the current context, phenomena that deny easy classification as
either natural or artificial due to their complex histories in a world being
changed by humans. Stretching the point of this a little, in light of the
formulation of contemporary geological times in terms of the “Anthro-
pocene,” it is now plausible to argue that the planetary biosphere itself is in
some important ways a hybrid entity, no longer a “natural” context but
increasingly an artificial habitat (Dalby 2003). This is especially germane in
light of the analyses from Earth systems sciences and the rethought contex-
tualizations of environmental history on the large scale and political ecol-
ogy on the small scale.

While this has the political result of undercutting simple appeals to the
necessities of preserving “nature,” it does focus attention on the global con-
sequences of particular actions. In this sense at least, the environment can
be said to be over. The artificial ecologies of the future are, to an increas-
ingly large extent, being decided by contemporary consumers and the pro-
duction decisions of the industrial systems that shape their choices, even if
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the consequences of these actions are not clear to those consumers. This is
especially so as the North American love affair with sport utility vehicles
shows little signs of abating despite the obvious implications for increased
urban air pollution, large-scale atmospheric change, and dependence on
Middle Eastern oil supplies. Understanding ourselves and our relations to
others as directly implicated in the construction of a biosphere is not con-
gruent with most contemporary urban dwellers’ sense of who they are or
with the advertising tropes used to sell automobiles (Paterson and Dalby
2006). But the scale of anthropogenic changes in the biosphere suggests
that automobile culture is literally driving ecological change; it is time that
the categories in which “environmental security” is discussed were updated
to take such matters seriously.

Most specifically, the analyses from the environmental history of the late
nineteenth century suggest a complex geography of interconnections as
the necessary starting point for analysis. Human vulnerability on the large
scale is about social and economic connections much more so than it is
about strictly environmental matters. As social scientists who study these
things have long understood, famines are about poverty and the failure of
economic systems much more than about droughts or other “natural haz-
ards” (Sen 1981; Watts 1983). While meteorological specifications of fam-
ine hazard allowed the dramatic disruptions caused by imperialism to be
discounted as a cause of misery in the nineteenth-century capitals of Eu-
rope, so too the neo-Malthusian specifications of environmental causes of
environmental insecurity allow the attribution of contemporary disruptions
to external phenomena. But the literature of global change science, with its
emphasis on the importance of interconnections and the complex interac-
tions of natural systems that human activity is disrupting, now makes such
assumptions completely untenable as the premise for “environmental secu-
rity” discussions.

The importance of understanding the historical discussion of climate and
famine may soon be emphasized if climatological instability becomes more
marked as a result of atmospheric change and “global warming.” If the
“Anthropocene” turns out to be a period of very intense ENSO events, or one
in which the deep ocean convection system is disrupted as a result of ther-
mohaline changes in the North Atlantic, then the famines of a century ago
may end up being repeated in holocausts yet to be imagined. While “food
aid” may prevent a repetition of at least the worst disasters of the late nine-
teenth century, the possibilities for misery are clear. Numerous environ-
mental anxieties intersect with contemporary discourses of security; however,
the sources of insecurity, and the identities of those affected, cannot neces-
sarily be deduced from existing attempts at enlarging the security agendas
of industrial democracies (Hartmann, Subramanium, and Zerner 2005).
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Ecology, Security, and Subjectivity
There are a number of important points to be drawn from such an analysis.
Integrating diverse disciplinary perspectives is rarely easy. But the more
important point is that the categories through which contemporary mat-
ters of “environmental security” can be understood are not nearly as obvi-
ous as they have frequently appeared to either environmentalists or security
scholars. While international relations thinking has relevance to understand-
ing environmental matters, and while there are sometimes compelling rea-
sons for thinking about environmental dangers in terms of security, neither
term necessarily implies the appropriate scope or scale on which these mat-
ters need to be addressed. The agencies and actors predominantly under-
stood to be of prime importance in international relations may not be the
appropriate institutional focuses for innovative change. Diplomatic accom-
plishment and international agreements may be necessary parts of the pro-
cess, but so far their scope has not been up to the task of thinking about
how to keep the total scale of human activity within reasonable bounds.
Few negotiators think on sufficiently long time scales to grapple with the
complexities of things such as climate change; that said, it is clear that the
international negotiations about climate change have to be understood as
an ongoing process rather than a once-and-for-all arrangement. The sole
focus on the Kyoto Protocol as the supposed answer to climate change is
one of the arguments that allows critics to suggest that environmentalism
is more fear mongering than science, as Michael Crichton’s (2004) high-
profile novel-cum-critique of environmentalism, State of Fear, shows all too
clearly.

It is also no longer acceptable to operate on the assumption that the envi-
ronment is something stable that can be secured, even if the term now
refers to natural processes whose operations humans might prudently treat
with much greater respect. Reducing the total energy and material through-
puts in our economies is a pressing necessity, albeit one that has been slow
to be recognized by those advocates of ever larger physical disruptions as
the epitome of economic growth. This is the crux of the issue for the secu-
rity analysts: the global economic system that is supposedly the producer of
plenty for all – and consequently apparently the solution to misery-induced
conflict – is increasingly damaging the very context of life itself. Finding
ways of producing what humans need in new arrangements that reduce the
total disruption of natural systems has become a pressing necessity; social
science must take the “natural” much more seriously in its investigations.
Thinking in terms of interconnections and processes in a biosphere, rather
than in terms of securing spaces on Earth, would be a useful step in the
right direction (Dalby 2003).

Complex matters of cultural change are crucial; in Hugh Dyer’s terms,
political values cannot be ignored. Ecology may yet provide some valuable
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terms to rethink contemporary subjectivities, not least because of the im-
portance of connections and the irrelevance of simple distinctions between
inside and outside. But to do so will require a more sustained engagement
with the big political questions of who we are and what we value so much
that we are willing to “secure” it into the future (Dalby 2002). Social theory
has had much to offer here in the past few decades, but rethinking the
ecological contexts of particular societies has not been high on the list of
priorities for those who undertake cultural investigations. Ironically, the
focus on themes of globalization does make it easier to begin to address the
distant sources of the materials that constitute our lives and the consequences
of our modes of consumption. But progress will only be made here if the
ecological flows are integrated into an analysis that gets beyond assump-
tions of autonomous states as the taken-for-granted political world.

Finally, ecological science is obviously key to the new understandings of
planetary systems that we are remaking. While, as Karen Litfin (2000a) notes,
it is beginning to emerge as the basis of political legitimacy in many arenas,
not least in climate negotiations, it is far from clear that this is enough to
engender the more drastic shifts in human subjectivity that at least the
French political ecologists argue are necessary to respond to the current
crisis. Science is not the answer in global political terms despite its sugges-
tions of various new vocabularies. Nonetheless, terms such as the “Anthro-
pocene” may yet be useful in making at least some people stop and think
about their own roles in the processes that are now remaking the planetary
biosphere.


